I. Dr. Clark Lamberton to Celebrate 91st in States
   Judy Lamberton Rosa <jk7040@webtv.net> March 2:
   I have some urgent news to share! My dad, Dr. Clark Lamberton, is here in the States at my brother Cecil’s in Napa, CA. He had a triple by pass in Dec. and then got staph a few days after he got home. He only had his stitches out a week before he and his wife, Pong, got here. My sis Joan got to Thailand Dec. 21 and stayed to help with dad and helped to bring him home. Cecil & Karla want to give a 91st birthday party for him. So what we 5 kids are asking is that all who have worked with dad or even know him to please send him cards. We also want to know who can come to see him in Napa. The phone # is 707-258-2529. Address is 5045 Big Ranch Rd. Napa, CA. 94558.
   They also want to have a RSVP by March 13th. You can call dad but he talks slow. We are very thankful that the Lord has given us a chance to spend some time with dad here in the USA. He plans to spend a year here to visit all of us kids. Thanks so very much.

II. Letters
   1. Jon Gepford <jgepford@hotmail.com> February 28:
      Thank you for adding my name to your mailing list, courtesy of Dr. Alice Cunningham/Spindler. I am retired and living in Maine.
      From 1969 into 1972 I lived and worked in Bangkok, Thailand where I was the Treasurer (CFO) of the Mission Hospital. Part of my duties included overseeing the financial portion of our work throughout the country.
      After returning to the USA because of health problems of my son, as well as myself being diagnosed as having sarcoma, I spent the rest of my working years in administration of various hospitals. My son did much better here and I have had complete remission of the cancer since that date. My only treatment was a season of intense prayer and anointing just before leaving Thailand. I was admitted for one week of observation to Kettering Medical Center, upon my return, and was told, "We don't understand, but your symptoms have all disappeared during this last week."
      About 3 to 5 years ago I began to have symptoms which has been diagnosed as Parkinsons Disease. I am still in the early stages and medication is doing a relative good job of controlling most of my tremors. Consistent stretching is keeping me relatively limber.

III. Pray for Dwayne Bullock
   Dwayne Bullock dgbullock@hotmail.com March 6:
   Last week I had some tests; an MRI of the brain, and a CT scan of chest & abdomen. and the news was not good. The brain tumors had grown. There were also increased number & size of spots in the lungs, and a newer revelation was very large growths in the liver. the doctor opined that I had 1-2 months. That was shocking, as I feel totally fine - no pain, headaches, etc.
   It’s hard to believe my situation could be so serious. We’ve made arrangements for hospice care when needed. I continue to be in good spirits and my faith and trust is strong. Thank you for all your prayers and support.
IV. Taiwan Adventist Hospital Featured on TV

"A commercial television station in Taipei has aired a series of health programs produced by Taiwan Adventist Hospital. The shows aired in "prime time," from 7:30 to 8:00 p.m., following the main evening newscast. The shows aired free of charge.

"The hospital has a video production studio with three robotic cameras in its basement, so producing the shows was easy for the four full-time staff members: one producer, two technicians, and an office secretary. Kathy Chen, producer and host, is also a nurse and interacted easily with doctors and other specialists. The studio has produced 150 health programs in Chinese so far.

"Nearby the hospital has a vegetarian restaurant, popular not only with employees but also with visitors. The studio is also producing video programs on vegetarian cooking with recipes published by the Signs of the Times Publishing Association in Taiwan to respond to the need for information about how to cook healthy meals." -- from the March, 2011 issue of ADVENTIST WORLD ~~~~~~~~~~~ V. Report of SULADS Work in Mindanao

Fred L. Webb<sulads@sulads.net> March 2:

Since I have repeatedly visited the SULADS Comprehensive High School for the Lumads near Santo Domingo, Bukidnon, Mindanao, I decided this time to not actually go out to visit the school but invited the teachers to come to Mountain View College to report.

They came in to the SULADS Training Center on the beautiful campus of Mountain View College (MVC). I went over the recent economic downturn in the United States to help them understand why their stipend is not increased. I also explained to the workers as well as the treasurer and administration of the SULADS the concept of holding the prorated 13th month amount that is sent each quarter until December before remitting it to the workers.

The workers then related to me some happenings at the SULADS High School. The road to the high school was destroyed two years ago by a heavy rain storm. Since then, the road is impassable even by the SULADS Blue Jeep that can go anywhere. Further, Satan has been attacking the driver of the Blue Jeep causing him to have a seizure that due to some related circumstances seems very likely to be a form of demon harassment. He is advised to not drive for a period of time.

Students at the high school are gaining academically and spiritually as they sit at the feet of these dedicated teachers who receive their stipends from the Gospel Outreach. Many of the graduates of the high school go on to college or technical college. Ten who have gone on to college have taken a year off their studies to become SULADS teachers back to their own tribal people. Because of their intimate knowledge of the customs of the tribe, they have been very successful.

One young man, Noel Lagunday, a member of the Talaandig tribe and the son of the late Datu Lagunday of the village of Migtulod and semi-adopted son of Daryl and Sarah Famisaran, has finished the SULADS High School and gone on to Mountain View College. He took a year out to serve as a SULADS teacher. Now he is back at MVC taking a biology major and hoping to attend medical school to become a physician. He has recently been working with Dr. Veneracion Cabana in researching the herbal remedies of the local tribal people. He will be traveling to Chicago in April to spend two months in research there on this very interesting subject. The SULADS is proud of the accomplishment of this young man coming from his unlikely background.

~~~~~~~~

VI. Update from Palawan

Wendy Guptill Harris <wrguptill@gmail.com> March 1:

Relayed from Danny Henson, Jr. <www.pamasmission.org>

"A few weeks ago while David Gates was in for a visit, he shared with us how we could transmit a SDA radio signal to the people in our area (about 10km). We quickly moved out in faith to purchase a 100 watt transmitter (for around $2000 dollars) and have almost finished building a tower so we can transmit the signal.

"We are also about to start meetings for Muslims on March 6th (God willing) that will be attended by our Adventist brethren as well. Please pray for these meetings. We have already received criticism from the local Ustad (Muslim teachers) regarding non-Muslims teaching the Quran. I explained to them that we would not be teaching, as Isa (Jesus) taught us that we have but one teacher, that being God alone. We pray that we can reason with one another and it not become a argument or worse. Pray for a Spirit of love to attend this work, not only threw us but threw the Adventist that will attend.

"Also pray for the team coming from American as they will shoulder the bulk of the speaking as well as the health lectures and free medical clinics we will be doing for the Muslims during the meetings. I know the Bible tells us that all that live Godly will receive persecution, but I pray that will not begin during the meetings. If it does I am prepared to suffer whatever God would see fit to allow, but pray for the safety of the volunteers that are coming to help with the clinics.
"We have also started flying into new and unreached villages in the mountains (we treated 70 people on the first visit). One village has already agreed to build a worship/educational building so we have a dry place to work when we visit. They have also agreed to clear a place for the helicopter to land in the village. Pray for us as we move into these unreached areas with the Word of God."

"Please continue to pray for the aircraft we need as well. I am praying that God will give me a airplane so I can use this new skill that He has provided to me. We could move so much faster and into so many new places if we only had the tools to do the work. According to God's will & timing may this prayer be answered. God bless you all for your prayers and support. I pray daily for God to send more workers into the harvest field. Will you answer this prayer for me today. God bless you as you move forward in faith with Jesus. We love and miss you all!

**********

VII. Report from YAPI Orphanage in Medan, Indonesia

RHK Newsletter <info@reachinghearts4kids.org> February 28:

Reaching Hearts for Kids (RHK) is pleased to share the annual report of one of the four orphanages that RHK supports, the YAPI Orphanage in Medan, North Sumatra, Indonesia.

We are pleased to report that six children from YAPI Medan have graduated senior high school and have bright futures ahead of them. One of these students, Ezrawati Tarigan, received a scholarship to attend Adventist University of Indonesia in Bandung, where she plans to study English.

Another student, Erman Tampubolon, now studies theology at North Sumatra Adventist College in Pematang Siantar.

--Reaching Hearts for Kids, 11212 Cherry Hill Road, Suite 202, Beltsville MD 20705 TAX ID:27-4371864

www.ReachingHearts4Kids.org ~~~~~~~~~~

VIII. Memorial Services for Jerald Christensen

Ruth Fenton <rmfenton@frontiernet.net> March 5:

We finally have the memorial services information. There have been several smaller ones in Taiwan, but the main one will be on March 20. If you know of anyone in Taiwan who would like to go you can contact them and give them the information. I am sure many of the people over there already know.

**********

Taiwan Memorial service for Jerald Christensen:

Date: March 20th
Place: Duona, Theme: "Bringing in the Sheaves"
For information contact Robert Christensen cell phone: +886923885884 - [robert@chumadventist.org]

**********

US Memorial service for Jerald Christensen:

Date: Friday April 1, 2011 3:30 pm
Place: Village Church Chapel, College Place, WA

Dinner to follow in Village Church fellowship hall

For directions or information contact Ruth Fenton
541-784-5794 - ruth@akrana.com

If you have any pictures you would like to share, please email them to me. Don Christensen is putting a power point presentation together. So I am sending him the pictures. I also want to put a photo album together for Jenny. She was bemoaning the fact that she did not have very many pictures.

So I would like to put an album together for her of pictures from his later years. Please let me know if you are coming. I have no idea how many people are coming. So if you will let me know, then it will give us a general idea for the service and for the dinner following.

Thanks so much for your words of comfort and encouragement, hope to get to see you at the memorial.

~~~~~~~~~~

IX. Myanmar Frontier Mission's Na-tha-ywee Project

Saw Thein, Director of MFM <sawthein2009@gmail.com> March 4:

Na-tha-ywee is a high mountain village in a remote area of the northern part of Myanmar's Rakhine State. In the rainy season brooks, rivers, waterfalls and fountains cover the whole place.

On February 5, our evangelistic team climbed across high mountains to the valleys to revisit Na-tha-ywee village. During summer there was not so much problem. But in June, when we began our mission school, the transportation became quite a different one. Communication is very difficult during the rainy season. During that season the Taw-pyang River is very dangerous to cross.

When the work began there several years ago, Na-tha-ywee was a very small village with only 15 or so bamboo huts. The villagers can speak and understand the Arakine language but we can't communicate them without the local translator because we can't speak Arakhinese. They plant rice and do farming on the high mountain. They are animists.
For many years they have been illiterate. The villagers and their leader appealed MFM to provide them a school teacher. What a pitiful appeal! We had to kindly console and encouraged them, "Yes, we'll provide you a teacher if you take and assure us that no problem will be happen for accepting us. We are Christian. And the village also should take responsible for the teacher." They agreed with us and said, "Oh, no problem for that. We can finish build a school within three days." At the village-school committee meeting we are so surprised but really filled with joy. I asked, "How can it be?" The village leader stood up and said with a loud voice. "Don't worry about that my brother. It is not a joke but a real practical issue you may see. I take responsible for that. Just provide us a teacher."

There are a lot of bamboo and wood growing around the village. The women gathered the bamboo leafs for roofing. Men cut bamboo and wood and built in only three days a local-made bamboo school. On June 1999 Than Win Oo, a pioneer teacher-evangelist was appointed.

Unfortunately the Na-tha-ywee project was alive for only a few years; later people from surrounding villages destroyed it. But the the project had spread and 18 church companies & schools were established in northern Rakhine State and still are in operation today.
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